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What the old Gaiter saw, the other people naturally also saw, but none of them dared to

go up and disturb each other, their status is too high, if easily disturbed, I'm afraid the

small Toulouse four families are not enough ......

They were itching, but there was nothing they could do about it.

In the end, on the side of the giant eagle king, none of them caught up to

disturb their discussion.

After Lin Hao had arranged Shen Xiyan Wang Shufen and Gu Yue and the
others, he then walked over to this side.

During this time, Boris kept winking at him, thinking it was something

important? The news that he had to tell him was not only important, but also important.
s news to tell him, but Lin Hao did not take the time to do so in the first place, and only

now after Shen Xiyan had been seated did Lin Hao have the time.

When they saw Lin Hao heading this way, the whole room looked over!

Lin Hao had always been the most talked about presence in the room.



The respect of Boris!

The respect of Admiral Hywel!

And the respect of two terrifyingly powerful men!

His status was no longer that of a minor noble!

Nor was he just the owner of Lin's new investment.

Rather, he had an even more terrifying identity.

"Mr. Lin."

"King of China." All four of them greeted each other.

The Giant Eagle King was the first to say, "My Emperor's castle is full of
good things, but I'm sure those good things are not on the mind of the King of Hua Xia,
but I still advise that if the King of Hua Xia has the chance next time, he can go up and sit

down again and eat some of the desserts inside."



As Lin Hao listened to the Giant Eagle King's words, he couldn't help but

think about the good things in the Giant Eagle King's mouth, something timed to be even

better than this blue jelly.

It seems that next time when I go in I have to ask for some, not for myself,
but for my wife.

Good things, they are definitely better for your wife.

When the time comes, it can change alter her body quality and lay a good

foundation for the future.

"Thanks for the reminder King Giant Eagle, tomorrow I'll have Pope Peter
gift me a whole bunch of them, haha, let my wife try one of them all, if she likes that one,
she can ask Pope Peter to gift more." Lin Hao said with a smile.

The corners of the Giant Eagle King's mouth twitched as he listened, giving
away a little more ......

That was a thousand years of savings, and I'm afraid there wasn't much left

today. But thinking about Lin Hao's relationship with the emperor, I'm afraid the

emperor would agree to it. The Giant Eagle King felt that he had spoken too much and

shouldn't have brought this matter up for a second. Let's hope the emperor wouldn't
blame him for being kind and polite, but in the end it was the emperor who had pitted

himself.



"Let's have a meal together later." Lin Hao looked to his table and said to

the four people who were the only ones present and worthy of their status.

It wasn't that Lin Hao had to invite them, but the Chinese culture was such
that it was not good for people to move their chopsticks if they were not satisfied with
being seated ......

"Yes, yes, it's an honor." The crowd hurriedly said, eating with the King of

China is simply a great honor.

It was the first time in all these years that the Giant Eagle King had been in
such an excited, feeling honoured mood!

He had also had a little divine encounter with Pope Peter, who had told

him that the King of China, Lin Hao, could be trusted, which meant that the King of China

and Pope Peter had had a very happy talk and a cooperation had been reached!

As for what kind of cooperation, the Giant Eagle King didn't need to think

about it to know.

His own emperor had been busy all these years working for the Mouth of
the World, and now that the chat had come to fruition, I'm afraid it had a lot to do with

the Mouth of the World!



Of course this was not something one cared about.

Now that the King of China was not on bad terms with them, the Giant
Eagle King glanced at the Silver Wolf King Bigir, and then at Boris, and made a mental

calculation, it seemed that he would need to make a trip to the King of China after this

lunch.
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The four men took their seats one after the other, causing the room to erupt!

Boris' family status is not very high in Toulouse, although he is the mayor,
but facing the four super families plus senior biochemists sitting in the Gaiter family is a
bit of a sight to behold.

The crowd speculated that it must be because Lin Hao's connections were
just too good to be true.

Boris was also doubly honoured, he could feel the eyes of countless people

looking at him, all envious of him!

Today he sits in this seat on behalf of? The fact that he is sitting in this seat

today on behalf of? It means that his next journey will be easy, unlike before when his

family's status made it difficult for him to walk the path of politics.



"Mr. Lin, King of China, the importance you place on me, I will definitely
go through fire and water for you and your wife!" Boris secretly swore in his heart.

Lin Hao had brought him so much! And he knew what Lin Hao was

interested in!

The thinking of many people in the audience was still heavily aristocratic,
believing that there was always a difference in status between men and women! Even
though there were empresses and emperors on the European side, pioneers of modern

open-mindedness and equality between men and women, their own upper classes knew

even better that there was a big difference between men and women in essence!

It is clear from the number of places in the world's business giants that
women will never be able to compete with men! In a more scientifically advanced society,
the data from their research shows even more straight to the heart of every man.

And the way Lin Hao valued his wife was beyond the speculation of such a
group of people, and some were even privately thinking that with such a powerful stance,
Lin Hao was still so humble in front of her wife, who must be even more terrifying ......

This made Boris want to laugh, but he didn't, because he knew that Lin

Hao's identity was more terrifying than the identity of any of the people present.

He was good to his wife because he simply loved his wife too much!



That's why he would say that he would treat Lin Hao and his wife with

respect!

All the people at Lin Hao's table were considered to have arrived.

Shen Xi Yan once again saw these four people of notable status also
nodding slightly in greeting, and several of them were flattered.

She could also see that these four people were of extremely high status.

The people standing behind Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan were Finkin Gaiter
and Bastian, and when they were all seated, Lin Hao said to them, "It's time to start."

Immediately, Finkin-Gate shouted, "Everyone, let the banquet begin, let us
all raise our glasses to congratulate Mr. Lin Hao Lin and his wife, Ms. Shen Xi Yan!"

"Oh~"

All the people in the room immediately stood up with their glasses of wine.

The specifications of the banquet and the seating were all in accordance
with Chinese standards! There was no way around it, Lin Hao was too strong, so strong

that he made people change the rules!



Of course it was not Lin Hao's responsibility to take care of all this, it was
Wang Shufen who took care of it, Lin Hao himself did not have much to do to order these

little things.

There was also Shen Xiyan's resentment in this!

After all, this group of people must have made things difficult for her

husband, which is something you don't have to think about.

After all, the moment Admiral Hywel came out, all the voices that had been
vocal in their disagreement were instantly gone!

The shock of the day had turned some of their perceptions upside down!

But people are like that, when Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan leave, everything
here will be back to the previous order! This was inevitable!
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"Thank you Mr. and Mrs. Lin for your hospitality, it was a very beautiful lunch!"



"It is a gift from Mr. and Mrs. Lam that we were able to eat perfectly at such

a lively noon!"

"Let's all thank Mr. and Mrs. Lam! Let's all raise our glasses and toast

them!"

With that said, the whole room cheered and lifted their glasses as if

clinking them.

The lunch banquet went perfectly, and the toast Lin Hao had prepared

earlier did not go on stage this time.

In the middle of the crowd, Avril and Jenny looked at Shen Xiyan, who was
so noble, and couldn't help but look back at themselves, their eyes showing sadness.

Their prince charming was someone else's husband!

He? The person they love, now so happy, is the one they love. The person
they liked was now so happy, and they felt happy about it, but their hearts were still hard,
very hard.

Bob took Jenny's arm and gently stroked her back, giving her comfort.



It was a scene that Bob would have liked to see as a father, he didn't want
Jenny to get in too deep, he wanted her to come out the sooner the better. It was just hard
to watch Jenny being so upset, and he was conflicted at the moment.

But come to think of it, what's the use of being conflicted?

Today's Lin Hao is already too high up for them to climb! Look at all the

men of God beside Mr Lin.

Mayor Boris, Senior Bijir Biochemist, and Admiral Hywell, and as for the

other one, I'm afraid his status will be even higher.

And such people, in front of Mr. Lin, do not even have the qualification to

speak up, they ......

Shen Xiyan is now a pregnant woman identity, can not eat too exciting

things, in that Wang Shufen is staring at the side, so it is easier to eat. Lin Hao is

heartbroken, looking at the others who are doing it are afraid to put down their forks to

eat with a knife and chopsticks.

This caused Shen Xi Yan to be very embarrassed: "You all eat."

"You all eat, I don't have anything to do." Lin Hao rubbed his nose and said

to the crowd.



The Giant Eagle King looked and felt exaggerated again, but so real, this
thing of love, it's really inscrutable, anyway, he really couldn't figure it out ......

Boris looked more and more homesick for his wife, but Mr. Lin's home turf,
he would not spoil the atmosphere inside.

"My wife is condescending to you, the food over here is indeed rather

strange and they don't understand it." Lin Hao said helplessly.

"It's alright, there are always a few things you can eat, alright, alright, you
should eat, if you don't eat, no one else dares to eat." Shen Xiyan said with a light smile.

Lin Hao didn't mind, but since his wife had given the word, Lin Hao could

only be able to obey.

He also wanted to end this banquet quickly, before he prepared such a big

show to raise his reputation so that he could speak to the church hierarchy, but now that

he didn't need to, he felt that it was tedious.

"Then when it's almost time to eat, you and Mum will go out and find

something to eat."

"Mm."



Shen Xiyan also saw that Boris and the others were still looking for Lin Hao,
and she heard Boris secretly talking to Lin Hao just now, so Shen Xiyan was helpless.

Of course, Shen Xi Yan would not speak directly.

As time passed, the luncheon finally ended.

After borrowing some time with Shen Qi Yan, Lin Hao called Boris to a

private room, and then the Giant Eagle King came with Bigel. Lin Hao was quite helpless,
but did not and did not drive away.
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Nowadays, the Giant Eagle King said that the relationship was not ordinary, but Lin Hao

didn't put too much thought into the Giant Eagle King, there was no need for that

anymore.

So what if he was at the peak of early Grand Master strength?

He was working with Pope Peter, not with him?

It was a strong man though! But would a top tier powerhouse care about a

sub-top tier powerhouse?



Lin Hao himself had no alliance or organisational attributes, he was mostly

a solo traveller.

The Giant Eagle King walked in with a sarcastic smile on his face, he could
feel some displeasure in Lin Hao's eyes.

Still, the Giant Eagle King licked his face and made his way down.

Boris also felt that it sounded sudden, why did this duo even bother to

follow? Didn't they feel a bit abrupt?

He was dragged in by the Giant Eagle King, and when he came in, he
persuaded him, but the Giant Eagle King did not listen to him and insisted on coming in,
so he had no choice.

He had no choice but to follow him in, he couldn't offend either side! It is
not that Lin Hao can be offended, just that the Giant Eagle King forced, ? Fuzha Yiyi Di

Fuzha Serving Lu? And this is still the Giant Eagle King is attracting more powerful

firepower, that's why he followed in.

"I wonder what the Giant Eagle King is looking for me for, it looks quite
urgent." Lin Hao inquired.



The Giant Eagle King still had a smile on his face, he could hear that the

Huaxia King was unhappy, but unhappy as he was, he couldn't joke with his life, having
a good relationship with the Huaxia King Lin Hao, the future war would only be good for

him, not bad.

How can I put it, following the ass of a strong man is not just meat! And it's
not easy to die! This was the experience he had come to this years ago.

Just because Bigir, the simpleton, didn't understand, didn't mean he didn't
understand either.

So looking at Bigir's reluctance, the Giant Eagle King didn't say anything,
because the truth would tell him later and he would be grateful to himself.

The Giant Eagle King smiled and said, "King Huaxia. There are some things

I can't say in public, so I have to take the liberty of following you here! After all, from
what King Huaxia said before, King Huaxia will be leaving after your wife later, so I

thought that if I missed the chance to talk to King Huaxia this time, I wouldn't have many

chances to meet him in the future, so I had to follow in and take the liberty of intruding."

Lin Hao nodded, this Giant Eagle King had a great knack for reading

people's words and an even greater ability to observe and analyse.

But it made sense, after all, he was at least a millennium level sub-top
powerhouse, his observation ability was certainly not too weak.



Lin Hao gestured for the Giant Eagle King to continue on.

Seeing that Lin Hao didn't say anything, Boris naturally didn't dare to have
any objections, so he listened and allowed the Giant Eagle King to continue.

"When you came down from within my Emperor's castle in the sky, the
Emperor told me that I could also do the bidding of the King of China in the future. That
is why I dared to come and interrupt."

Boris was horrified to hear, a castle in the air!

There really was a castle in the air!

And Mr Lin Hao had been there!

Bigel was also shocked beyond belief, there really was a castle in the air,
and! It was too hidden, wasn't it? I had heard about the secret of the castle in the sky, and
I had searched for it secretly, but I hadn't found any trace of it! And there was no word

from the Vampire King either!

The Castle in the Sky, which even the Vampire King had not confirmed,
was now confirmed in the mouth of the Giant Eagle King!



The Emperor really did live in a castle in the sky!

And what kind of castle was it?

The Giant Eagle King did not care about the shock of Boris and the Silver
Wolf King Bigir, and continued: "After you left, the four of us checked the secrets about

the Eastern side! Here, the Silver Wolf King knows a lot of secrets, and what I am going to

elaborate is exactly what the Silver Wolf King said to me."
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"Eastern secrets?" Lin Hao asked, and at this moment, Lin Hao raised a hint of interest, the
deal he had made with Pope Peter was the Mouth of the World!

And now that all the powerful people at the moment had the chance to
acknowledge that the Mouth of the World was in Eastern Ying, Lin Hao naturally had to

care.

He himself had been to the Ancient Prison of Eastern Japan, but what? He

had only fought in it and then left!

But what happened inside the Ancient Prison at that time was so bizarre

that Lin Hao only felt that he had been pulled into an alien space and saw Shen Xiyan
inside a profound space where she seemed to be looking at himself from a distant place!



And Lin Hao had a clear feeling then that that glance was towards himself!

The Giant Eagle King stared into Lin Hao's eyes and found that Lin Hao had

moved!

Bigir was also a bit agitated, the King of China cared about this!

Wouldn't that mean that he could show off his skills in front of the King of

China later on?

After all, what he had said before was not a complete secret, he was still
hiding something.

After all, there is always a precaution to be taken when telling someone to

keep a secret.

In a heartbeat, Bigel was grateful to the Eagle King!

He knew what the Giant Eagle King had said, that the King of China was

well away, and that it would be difficult to come back to the Western European continent

in the future, I'm afraid.



After all, Admiral Hywel had revealed to them that the major ZFs of

Western Europe did not want any news of an invitation to China from any kingdom! Nor
would they allow anyone to break that rule so easily!

He was an extremely dangerous man!

At the time, Bigel had thought in his heart that this was a good thing!

But at this moment, he was sighing in secret!

It was a good thing that the Giant Eagle King had pulled him in even

though he was allowed to stay and gave himself a chance to be able to tell the secrets of
the Ancient Prison of the East!

"There are still two major T3000 level cyborgs inside the Ancient Prison of

Eastern Japan!" The Giant Eagle King said.

"There are still two major ones?" Lin Hao asked rhetorically.

There are still two major ones, didn't two major ones just die? The two that

just died? How come there were still two big ones?



"Yes! There are still two big ones, the two big ones after removing

Arashiyama and White Dwarf!" The Giant Eagle King replied.

Lin Hao was slightly surprised and asked, "In other words, the M Kingdom

has placed four T3000 level powerhouses inside and outside of the ancient prison in the

East!"

"Right! As King Hua Xia said, that's four!" The Giant Eagle King replied

categorically.

Lin Hao's heart was in shock, which meant that he and Jun Wu Ren had

killed his ancestor that day under the watchful eyes of others, that was too terrifying!

If M's cyborg had jumped out at that time, would he and Jun Wuhuo have

died for sure? Even thinking about it made Lin Hao feel scared.

Just thinking about it from this one place, that would mean that the M

country attached a very high degree of importance to the Ancient Prison of Eastern Japan,
otherwise how could they have watched Zu being killed?

The secret of the Ancient Prison of Eastern Japan must be very big.

But then again, it was after all the focus of the world at the moment.



The Giant Eagle King looked at Lin Hao's expression and was secretly

pleased that the news was incredibly useful! At last, he had left a good impression before

the King of China left. He continued, "When the High Seas War broke out, the King of

China had a strong man who had once gone deep after Arashiyama White Dwarf had left!"

"What?"

There was a strong man from China who had gone to the Ancient Prison?
Ning Rong was surprised, who was it?

A T3000 level powerhouse was a suppression of countless others, and even

after Arashiyama and White Dwarf had left there were still two T3000 level cyborgs

around!

So, what kind of strength did he possess to enter it?

Could it be Jun Wu Ren?

But that's not possible. Jun Wu Regret doesn't dare to take the big road

again, nor does he dare to take the water route, and is sneaking around to bring the Steel

Wing T3000 repatriation back home.
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Then it must be someone else!



Someone else?

Who could the others be?

Lin Hao pondered.

The Battle of the High Seas, Yuan Wu had come out! And looking at Yuan

Wu's aura, he shouldn't be too stable, he should have advanced all of a sudden!

But this incident just proved one thing from the side, that as long as the

strongest people over in China wanted to advance to Grand Master, most of them should

be able to!

Just why they didn't advance to Grand Master, Lin Hao didn't know, and
the secrets inside he didn't understand.

These were all things he was going to ask about when he went back.

But now, he felt a little dangerous!

In China, there was a group of people who were foolish enough to move!



That was perhaps the reason for the depth of the underpinnings.

Imagine Western Europe, Peter exchanging from the beginning of the fight

to the end, just him! Such a bottom can't really stand to be squandered.

Little did Lin Hao know that in Western Europe the ongoing great war had
resulted in the rules keeping the top fighting force in check!

After all, there were quite a few popes who had died at the hands of

king-level powerhouses.

Let someone, a king class kill a pope, become a pope, and then become the

next top king class expert to lose himself!

Pope Peter had snatched the papal throne from the previous pope!

Looking at Lin Hao's shocked expression, several other people's faces were
also stony, but the Giant Eagle King was snickering in his heart, it worked!

It really works!



But then again, wasn't that place in China too scary?

Why are there still strong people?

For China? The first time I saw it, I knew it. Xia's perception, the giant
eagle king are familiar from the side, the frontal except with Lin Hao contact country, the
other is not.

How to say it, that area of China, Pope Peter did not allow him to go over

to explore.

Come first it seems that it was Peter who did not want him to suffer
anything there in China!

"This information is very useful to me, I wonder if there is anything more

important, like if this person has a more specific look or any characteristics." Lin Hao

asked.

He was going back to China, and with his current status, he definitely had

contact with the Dragon Sect!

After going to the Dragon Sect, then there was a good chance that he would
have to come into contact with this person! If this person wasn't from the Dragon Sect

then it was fine, if this person was from the Dragon Sect then he already knew that the



enemy was in the dark and he had to go there, if he touched the other side's bottom line,
Lin Hao still wouldn't want to, so he wanted to know as much and as specific as possible!

The Giant Eagle King looked towards Bigir, because it was also Bigir who

had said this matter.

Lin Hao also looked over.

It was at this time that Lin Hao took a few more glances at Bigir.

This man who had just started to want to stand on top of the Garonne River
War and play chess, it turned out that he also had secrets that others could not touch!

What he had done before still seemed to have a bottom line.

Bigir frowned as suddenly the whole room looked on, causing him to panic

a little.

Especially since Lin Hao, the King of China, was expecting himself too, but
he didn't know that.

It was only his own men who said this thing.



Bigel shook his head: "The news of the specific point is not clear, after all,
that day did not think that there would be such a scene, my ministry did not pay too

much attention, of course, if he came in person, and personally saw each other, maybe he

would recognize ......"

Lin Hao laughed at this, not knowing whether Bigir was stupid or whether

he was in a hurry and was afraid that he would surrender him, so he said something so

confusing.

"That won't be necessary, if your men come out and follow me back to

China, I'm sure your men won't see each other at all, that's a stupid solution! Forget
about this person, I'll go back and scout and explore for myself." Lin Hao said.
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Bigir breathed a sigh of relief and at the same time was a little uncomfortable and
depressed inside.

Gritting his teeth, Bigir said, "About the problem of the East, my ministry

has also passed on? Shakpak'er dyed Lu Zero West? A bizarre image! That is, it seems

that all of the ninja alliance of the East itself has been withdrawn from inside the East,
and then many troops are stationed in the surrounding area, which makes it very weird!"

"And of course, their bio-chemical forces have withdrawn." Bigel said



Lin Hao smiled and once again fell into deep thought.

Why was this?

The troops were stationed after the ninja alliance had withdrawn?

To know that ordinary troops surely couldn't match the hordes of

powerhouses!

This wasn't the same as that big battle earlier today, that was the high seas!
There's a vast area for warships to play in! And there were a lot of warships working

together to help.

But in that part of the ancient prison of the East, super powerful weapons
could not be used, so what was the purpose of doing this?

Lin Hao couldn't understand.

The others couldn't figure it out either.

This was Bigir's last secret, and although his minions said it was no big deal

at all, he knew!



It was definitely a big deal, and an unbelievably big deal at that!

It was something that, if it was announced and made known, would
certainly cause a great uproar.

And who is the man in charge of the ancient prison?

It was M!

Even Lin Hao felt that the ninja alliance in the East was only using this
place as a mysterious area to suppress powerful enemies, but M was guarding it for years!

The ninja alliance that made it was unable to delve deeper.

The ninja alliance's dojo definitely predated the birth of the mechanical

legion, and what was also known was that the ninja alliance could trace their roots back

to a proper heritage. Their level of desperate desire to explore the Mouth of the World

must be greater than that of the M!

Yet there really was no chance!



There is no need to think about this, it must be that the M Nation is

dominating and occupying and the Ninja Alliance dares not speak out in anger.

But even so! I'm sure the ninja of the East would not be unaware of this.

After all, many of the countries around China have learned many of their

cultural ideas from China.

So there must be some people in the ninja alliance who have benefited
greatly!

Did Zu?

The only person apparently in charge of the ninja alliance died an
unexplained and fishy death.

In retrospect, it was a shock and a horror, but now it seems that there must

be some hidden secret inside!

The M country occupies the other side of the secret collection, but see the
death, this does not make sense, right?



So that means that Zu's dealings with these people have annoyed the group

and caused them to watch in silence?

That's a different way of thinking, no longer does it seem straightforward

as before! It seemed a bit of a let-down dryness.

What was the secret of the ancient prison, anyway?

And what is the connection between these people.

Bigil went on to say.

"Of these, most of them are M's big guns!"

With this sentence out, Lin Hao couldn't help but look straight over!

What do you mean? All of them were GIs from M?

Not the self-defense forces of the East?



This ......

Lin Hao once again fell into contemplation, then thought about it, also yes,
with the M country's hegemony, probably the kind, to control you directly to death,
rather than control half and leave half.

But this is also considered a secret, maybe it will be of great help to the

Chinese Dragon Gate side.

Suddenly Bigel seemed to remember something again and continued, "I
have a subordinate who said he saw this man go deep into the ancient prison forty years
ago! At that time, the control of the Ancient Prison was not as strict as it is now!"
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When Ning Rong smiled, his whole body jerked in shock, forty years ago?

He had learned a little about a great battle forty years ago from just a few
words, the battle was between the Dragon Sect and the Mechanical Legion, and the final

ending had been said by each side.

This was top secret information!

"Biggle, your information is useful to me! Not bad!" Lin Hao spoke excitedly,
this trip to Western Europe was full of rewards!



Bigir also revealed a cheerful smile when he heard Ning Rong's praise, the
Giant Eagle King was also overjoyed, pulling Bigir in was an unbelievably good plan.

The mini roundtable ended and Lin Hao arrived at the place he had agreed
with Shen Xiyan, they were leaving.

Lin Hao looked at the Garonne River and waved his hand, it was over!

"Xiyan, I've made an appointment for a very powerful doctor to examine

you and the baby, it's tomorrow, you won't blame me for going AWOL, will you?" Lin
Hao said as he looked at Shen Xiyan.

Shen Xiyan smiled and took Lin Hao's shoulder, gently nudging him,
"Honey, what are you talking about, you are doing it for the good of me and the baby,
how could I blame you?"

Lin Hao smiled and scratched Shen Xiyan's nose, Wang Shufen carefully

stared at Lin Hao's clothes, just rubbing her eyes, and then rubbing her eyes again, the
injuries inside his body, seemed to be gone!

This ......

Could it be that one's eyes were blurry before?



But I really saw it at that time, ah, hey,maybe it's really because people are
old and not useful!

But she wants to hold her grandchildren.

Lin Hao looked at Night One and Gu Yue, especially Gu Yue's happy and

sweet smile, Lin Hao ordered to Night One: "Night One, you go out and have fun with Gu

Yue! You've just gotten married and you've come to Western Europe with me! There's no
time for you to have a holiday either, Gu Yue, you won't blame me for stealing your

husband, will you?"

"How could I!" Gu Yue replied with a smile, holding the night? Serving Ai

Yi Wu closed Wu Ai Er? I's arm a little harder.

Lin Hao all see in the eyes, night one still want to say something, but in Lin

Hao's eyes is always under and did not have the opportunity to speak.

China, Jun Wu Regrets tired beyond belief, the people who received him

are Yuan Wu Qin Long Yang Hu.

As well as the deputy director of the Institute, Chen Kun.



"Three town guards, he is the Iron Wing T3000! Lin Hao captured alive!"
Jun Wuhuai said.

Yuan Wu Qin Long all knew the news, but he was still excited to see a

living Iron Wings T3000.

Chen Kun, as an old comrade of the Institute for many years, was
motivated to research cyborgs, and had also made some attacks, but the great power of
the Institute was not in his hands, resulting in his power not being very great, and even

some times, the results of his own research would be denied, and he was often dispatched
to do some miscellaneous things.

Originally, Chen Kun was about to leave the Institute in utter despair, but
today a huge change did happen and he became the director instead!

And right on the heels of that, he has the T3000 machinery for cyborg

research!

Once he had a live research specimen, he could definitely work out a way

to target the cyborg!

He was so excited!

Yang Hu's gaze stayed on Jun Wuhui as he felt his strength!



He was in the middle stage of the Grand Master, it was so fast!

So fast that he found it a little unbelievable!

How on earth did this happen?

"Town Guard Yang, I wonder if there are any questions you wish to ask?"
Jun Wu Ren said respectfully, the four town guards were all people he looked up to, if
they had any doubts, he would answer them all and know everything.

Yang Hu smiled and waved his hand, indicating that there was nothing he

wanted to ask, Qin Long and Yuan Wu from a look at Yang Hu, Yang Hu this person is like
this, gods and goddesses, forget it, no need to be in his feelings!
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Jun Wu Ren was still a little disappointed to see that Yang Hu didn't have anything to

enquire about, he hated that Yang Hu had to say more, when the time came he would

introduce them to his brother Lin Hao.

"You've done a great service this time! Once we have the T3000
mechanical cyborg, we will overcome many difficult hurdles!" Yuan Wu said, and Qin

Long echoed.



Yang Hu was also nodding.

Chen Kun became even more excited, "Lord Jun family, this is simply a

snowball's chance in hell to do this, but once we have him, the faster the attack will be

accelerated! Even more than this decade of this twenty years of research! You are truly a

great project!"

"Director Chen, it's not my work, it's all Lord Lin's! He's the one who
captured the Iron Wings T3000 himself." Jun Wu Ren did not take the credit and directly

said that Lin Hao had done it when he arrived.

Chen Kun was stunned obviously a little confused.

Yuan Wu smiled and explained, "Director Chen just needs to study it."

"Good, good. That's my job, the rest of the stuff, you guys get it." Chen Kun

said with a nod.

"Humph!" The Iron Wings T3000 snorted coldly, although one had to bow

under the eaves and knew that he was the next guinea pig!

But Lin Hao had promised him that he couldn't let him die, nor could he be

left completely as a research body with little personality!



"Seek death!" Qin Long bellowed angrily.

Jun Wuhuo hurriedly stood up to block it? Serve Aisanwu Di Xifu Zero?

The Iron Wings T3000, however, sneered and said in derision, "Qin Long,
right? If I were in full victory, you wouldn't necessarily be my opponent! You might even

be killed by me! I don't get it, the strongest one here is the one who captured me, yet he
has a humble stance! And you're the weakest of the four, but you're the one who can

jump around the most!"

The words of the Steel Wing T3000 just fell.

The whole room was instantly freezing cold!

What did he mean by his words?

Qin Long was the weakest?

Jun Wu Ren eclipse the strongest?

And it was an affirmation?



Qin Long scanned the room, when had he become the weakest? Yuan Wu

had advanced to Grand Master, and Jun Wu Regret was also strong enough to be a Grand

Master. What about Yang Hu?

Could Yang Hu also be a Grand Master?

That couldn't be!

But if Yang Hu was not a Grand Master, was he as strong as himself?

As Qin Long fell into deep thought, Yuan Wu reacted quickly and chided,
"Don't listen to his rumours, I'm afraid this man is talking nonsense!"

Jun Wu Ren was also slightly shocked ......

The strongest himself?

But still shook his head and instead said, "Yuan Wu Qin Lao Yang Lao, I still
have things to do, I have to go back."



Yuan Wu was first stunned, then lost his smile, and did not say anything, so
he watched Jun Wuhui leave from the room.

As for the out-of-speech Iron Wings T3000 sitting arrogantly in his seat,
staring at a few people!

All the people in here combined couldn't beat him at his strongest! Of
course talking about strength, in a real battle, he might die.

"Xiao Ce, bring the men down." Yuan Wu shouted from inside the

conference room, like a ghost Xiao Ce came out from inside, then brought two Xiantian

experts behind him, directly pinning the Steel Wing T3000 and taking him away.

Chen Kun did not want to stay here much either.

Xiao Ce stopped where he was and said to Chen Kun, "Director. When the

Jun Family Master left, he left a message: the Wings of Steel T3000 can be studied, but it
must never be disgraced. That's probably it."

Xiao Ce was also quite puzzled as to why the Jun Family Master did not say
it himself, but had to let him convey it.

Chapter 1520

Beyond the Dragon Gate.



Jun Wu Ren boarded a plane directly and was sent outside.

To be sincere, he didn't feel hidden when he looked at the Dragon Gate

nowadays.

He had to leave just now because he sensed that he had touched some
impossible roots!

He had become the strongest being on the spot!

What does that mean?

He was naturally clear, that it would be possible to turn the tables on him.
Yuan Lao wouldn't care, what about Qin Long? What about Yang Hu? And what about a

Taotie?

The Dragon Sect was founded by them, and his own then Innate Patriarch's
wanted to join the Dragon Sect, but now he is in the middle stage of the Grand Master and

the strongest, so if he were to join the Dragon Sect, what position would he have to sit in?

Under the four town guards, he is not unconvinced, but the other side is
really assured that he?



"There are times when being strong is also a threat." Jun Wuhuai gave a lost

laugh.

Strong enough to make people feel like he was a threat ......

With a sigh, Jun Wu Regret headed towards the Sea of Heaven.White Tiger

Hou Yijun had already arrived at Tianhai, now he was not prepared to return to Yanjing,
the Yanjing side was not as reassuring as Tianhai, and he had to wait for Lin Hao at

Tianhai ......

He doesn't want to be alone now.

I don't know why his heart has changed so much.

The Garong River Battle had a very big impact on him ......

When he was at the Grand Perfection of the Innate Patriarch, he felt like he
was on top of the world. Later, when he first entered the Grand Patriarchate, he thought
he was on top of the world.

But now, having reached the middle stage of Grand Master, there was still
a sense of lack of power.



After fighting for so many years, it was the first time he had this absurd

feeling.

"Perhaps it's because the exposure is too great and the battle spirit has

dissipated, or maybe it's because what is being pursued is right in front of me, but now
things are different." Jun Wu Ren was bitter beyond words, the Dragon Gate!

That was his quest for the first half of his life, but now, he was stronger
than any of the Dragon Sect, what was it to join again? What was it to join again? Or

what?

He wanted to talk to Lin Hao about inviting him into the Dragon Sect, but
he feared that he would have to put it on hold.

There were too many mysterious existences in China, and he would have to
find a chance to get to know Lin Hao better together.

Chen Kun froze for a moment, originally thinking that a prisoner of war,
just study it, there are so many requests.

But after he asked a circle of people with his eyes, no one said anything for

him, and Chen Kun rubbed his nose in embarrassment, thinking that it was just research

anyway, and there was still a difference between researching to death and researching a

living body.



At least other people might let go of their hearts and let him study, and
when the time comes, what about getting twice the effort with half the effort?

Chen Kun guessed ......

When Xiao Ce Chen Kun left, Yuan Wu spoke indifferently: "A time of great

contention, a time of great chaos. Originally, I wanted to say that I would leave some time

to tidy up and straighten out the Dragon Sect, but now it seems that there is no time.
Brother Dragon, Brother Tiger. Do you have any insights on this?"

Qin Long leaned back in his seat, his mind still on the matter of Jun Wu

Ren. The Iron Wings T3000 said that Jun Wu Regret was the strongest of the four of them

and he was the weakest.

He still couldn't help himself, after all, he was the strongest of the four
town guards back then! But nowadays? He was the weakest, haha, something about it

made one feel like things were different and absurd.

His afterglow had never fallen on Yang Hu, whose strength seemed

extremely odd after all.

Yuanwu had a point, the great battle was on, fighting to the death and

breaking through the limits. To enter a level that they could enter at any time.



But what about Yang Hu?

What excuse did he use to enter? Jie Er Xi Jie Zero Yi Xi? Grand Master?

That doesn't make sense ......

"Can Lin Hao really battle T4000?And all of them beheaded?" Yang Hu

was the first to ask, asking about Lin Hao.
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